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语的高中生 200 人，第二组是在泰国学汉语的本科生 200 人，第三组是在中国留
学的泰国留学生 100 人；第七章是结语。 
本文通过研究发现，关于对比汉语动宾式离合词与泰语的对应表达形式，汉
泰两种语言具有很大的差异：在语义对比方面，根据我们的统计，常用动宾式离
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Abstract 
Li He Ci or Separable Word in Chinese is a special word category, because of its 
separable in grammatical characteristic. However, its uniqueness exists only in 
Chinese language but do not exist in Thai language. So this becomes a difficulty to do 
a comparative research. Due to the number of previous research is just a few numbers, 
so I decided to research on this topic.  
    The design of this research paper is separated to 7 chapters; the first chapter is 
introduction, research design and research methodology; the second chapter is 
literature review; the third chapter and the forth c apter is the comparative of 
Chinese-Thai Verb-Object form of Separable Word by grammatical, meaning and 
word in language context; the fifth chapter and sixth chapter is the research report 
upon 3 sample groups of Thai students. Those three g oups are 1) 200 Chinese 
language program of high school students; 2) 200 Chinese major of undergraduate 
students and 3) 100 Thai students who are studying in China; which is 500 students in 
total; and the last chapter is the conclusion. 
The research has found that between Chinese and Thai language, word structure 
and usage are in a very different way. According to its meaning, the statistics shows 
among 100 frequent use LiHeCi’s vocabulary,there are 47 words that can be compare 
with Thai word by its word structure and its meaning; while the grammatical 
comparison, some of LiHeCi’s vocabulary can be a comm n verb (single syllable) in 
Thai language and some a verbal phrase which means they can be modified by adverb, 
so the way of using in the context is too much different from Chinese LiHeCi. When 
separable word are involved with modifier, the modifier of Chinese Verb-Object form 
of Separable word (movement particle, attributive and complement) can be inserted in 
two components of separable word, the modifier can be divide into verb modifier and 
object modifier. However, the modifier in Thai can’t be inserted in two components, 
modifier or object always appear behind verbs or comp und words. But if the form of 
separable words has particle or complement, some of modifiers can be found in the 
front side and some of modifiers can be found in the back side, but mostly they will 















separable word that is reduplication verb, the form will be “AAB” form. Thai 
language have no the expression form, because two syllables word in Thai can’t be 
reduplicated. As for inverse form, Chinese and Thai also can inverse the component 
for concentration, so according to this form, Chinese and Thai can be translated word 
by word. In the pragmatic function comparison, Chinese verb-object form of 
separable word “Li” form can express tense, negative, concentration, interrogative 
mood and quantitative of movement or situation. However Thai Verb-object form of 
compound word “He” form can’t express these meaning. But the compound word in 
Thai can be used to express quantitative of movement or situation. As for a survey of 
using Verb-object form of separable word to Thai students, we found that the rate of 
error in three groups of Thai students is 54%, the result show that Thai students don’t 
understand Chinese separable word well. As a result, Chinese teaching in Thailand 
has to concentrate on Chinese separable word. 
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